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ABSTRACT

Background: Amphipathic cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) TC19 and TC84, derived from the major AMPs of human blood platelets, thrombocidins, and Bactericidal Peptide 2 (BP2), a synthetic designer peptide showed to perturb the membrane of Bacillus subtilis. We aimed to determine the means by which the three AMPs cause membrane perturbation in vivo using B. subtilis and to evaluate whether the membrane alterations are dependent on the phospholipid composition of the membrane.

Methods: Physiological analysis was employed using Alexa Fluor 488 labelled TC84, various fluorescence dyes, fluorescent microscopy techniques and structured illumination microscopy.

Results: TC19, TC84 and BP2 created extensive fluidity domains in the membrane that are permeable, thus facilitating the entering of the peptides and the leakage of the cytosol. The direct interaction of the peptides with the bilayer create the fluid domains. The changes caused in the packing of the phospholipids lead to the delocalization of membrane bound proteins, thus contributing to the cell's destruction. The changes made to the membrane appeared to be not dependent on the composition of the phospholipid bilayer.

Conclusions: The distortion caused to the fluidity of the membrane by the AMPs is sufficient to facilitate the entering of the peptides and leakage of the cytosol.

General significance: Here we show in vivo that cationic AMPs cause “membrane leaks” at the site of membrane insertion by altering the organization and fluidity of the membrane. Our findings thus contribute to the understanding of the membrane perturbation characteristic of cationic AMPs.

1. Introduction

With the rise of antibiotic resistance, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have been proposed as an alternative novel class of antibiotics. Studies seek to understand the mechanism of binding and membrane distortion of AMPs with the intention to improve the design of synthetic or derived peptides. Biophysical studies using model membrane systems are commonly used since biological membranes tend to be multifarious, whereas model membranes can have specifically defined properties. However, it is often in dispute about whether these studies fully explain the complex interaction between AMPs and microbial membranes of living cells. Knowledge of the mode of action of AMPs performed with living microbial cells, to corroborate or to contradict observation made with lipid vesicles, could be beneficial in understanding the membrane perturbation mechanism of AMPs.

“Pore-formation” of cationic peptides is associated with the toroidal model, where the AMP is thought to insert into the membrane causing the membrane to bend inward with the AMP-lipid head groups facing the central pore [1]. The alternative model is the carpet model, where the peptide accumulates at higher concentrations at the cell membrane surface causing the membrane to break off into micelles structures as if treated with a detergent [1,2]. Membrane thinning [3] and phase
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boundary defects [4–7] have also been associated with pore-formation. However, instead of viewing pore-formation as a ordered event, it likely should be considered stochastic as proposed in studies performed with alamethicin [8], melittin [9], magainin [10] and maculatin [11]. Recently, the mode of action of lipopeptide daptomycin and the non-pore-forming cyclic hexapeptide CWFF [12,13] was attributed to the alteration of membrane fluidity. Here we aimed at extending the analyses on membrane fluidity to our cationic AMPs derived from throbomicin (TC19 and TC84) and the designer peptide (BP2) that have been shown to perturb the membrane of B. subtilis (Omadari, submitted). We expected to see similarities between the TC peptides, and possible differences with BP2. BP2 was characterized previously by a very rapid killing efficacy and hence in that regard a benchmark for the TC peptides [14].

We found that TC19, TC84 and BP2 altered the fluidity of the membrane of B. subtilis vegetative cells. A typical fluid domains were created within an otherwise rigid membrane. We propose that the distortion of the membrane fluidity leads to “pore-formation”, which facilitate the passage of the peptides to the intracellular compartment. Additionally, we found that the activity of TC19, TC84 and BP2 was not necessarily dependent on the composition of the phospholipid bilayer but on the presence of anionic phospholipids, as assessed using phospholipid synthesis mutant B. subtilis strains.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. AMP information, strains used and the culturing conditions

Stocks of 1.2 mM TC19 (LRCMCIKWWGKHPK), TC84 (LRAMCIKWWSGKHPK) and BP2 (GKWFLKAFKFKLILAC) were made in 0.01% acetic acid. Stocks were stored at −20°C and thawed on ice prior to each experiment. B. subtilis pre-cultures were prepared by inoculating a single colony from Luria Broth (LB) solid medium into 5 ml LB liquid medium and culturing overnight. The overnight culture was re-inoculated to have an initial optical density at absorbance 0.05 in complete minimal medium (CMM) or Luria Broth (LB). CMM consist of Spizizen’s Minimal Medium (SMM), as described in Anagnostopoulos & Spizizen (1960) [15], with the modifications described in Halbedel et al. (2014) [16]. The culture was incubated until an OD600 of 0.4 to 0.6 (the early exponential growth phase) was reached. Cultures were subsequently diluted for each experiment to a optical density (OD600) of 0.2, if not specified otherwise. Culturing was performed at 37 °C under continuous agitation at 200 rpm where appropriate. Culturing media were supplemented when required as indicated at the specific experiment descriptions. Information about Bacillus subtilis strains used in the study and the medium supplements required for each strain can be found in the Table S1. The Staphylococcus aureus strain NCTC8325 used in this study was pre-cultured in LB but cultured in CMM.

2.2. Measuring loss of membrane potential using the fluorescent probe DiSC3(5)

To determine the loss of membrane potential after treatment with the AMPs the fluorescent dye 3,3′-dipropylthiadicarbocyanine iodide (DiSC3(5)) was used. The method was followed as described in Breeuwer & Abe [17] with some alterations. In brief, 200 μl diluted pre-cultures of B. subtilis were added to each well in a 96-well flat-bottomed microtiter plate (μClear, polystyrene, black wall, clear bottom, Greiner Bio-One). DiSC3(5) was added to each well to have a final concentration of 1.5 μM. Cells with an active membrane potential will accumulate the dye in their membrane, reducing the DiSC3(5) signal. Once the DiSC3(5) signal had reduced to close to zero, the AMPs were added. Loss of membrane potential will cause release of the dye again. As positive controls for membrane potential loss, valinomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) was added at a final concentration of 30 μM, and Nisin A (> 95% purity; Hangary, Belgium) at a final concentration of 4 μM. To a sample of untreated cells 1% DMSO was added to assess the total fluorescence of the dye taken up prior to initiation of treatment. Following treatment of the cells with the AMPs, additional valinomycin was added at a final concentration of 30 μM to dissipate the residual membrane potential. The assay was performed at 37 °C while shaking. Fluorescence was measured at an excitation wavelength of 622 nm and emission wavelength of 670 nm, with the BioTek Synergy Mx, Gen5 2.0 (Winooski, VT) plate reader. Three biological repeats were performed.

2.3. Labelling procedure of peptide TC84 using Alexa Fluor 488

For solid phase peptide synthesis, the chemical procedures were followed as described by Heimstra et al. [18]. The amino acid sequence of TC84 was N-terminally elongated with a cysteine residue to enable coupling of the Alexa Fluor 488. The internal cysteine residue was protected during synthesis with an acid-stable StBu group, resulting in the intermediate peptide C-L- R- A- M-C(StBu)- I-K-W- W- S- G- K- H- P- K-amide. The intermediate peptide (18 mg in 1 ml DMSO) was added to Alexaflour488 C-5 maleimide (20 mg in 1 ml DMSO, A10254, Life Technologies). To this solution 1 μl 4-methylmorpholine (NMM) was added. The resulting mixture was vortexed for 10 s and left at room temperature for 40 min. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 500 μl acetic acid/water at a 9:1 ratio. The labelled product was purified by reversed phase chromatography on a C18-column using water to acetonitrile gradient containing 0.1% TFA, and lyophilized. The StBu protected labelled peptide obtained was dissolved in 300 μl water/acetonitrile at a 1:1 ratio and treated with ten-fold excess TCEP (TCEP·HCl was neutralised with 4 N NaOH) for 3 h at room temperature to remove the StBu protection. After lyophilisation and desalting on a PD-10 column using water/acetonitrile/acid at a 40:60:10 ratio as an eluent, the final product was obtained (Microflex, Bruker). Quantification was performed by OD560 using an ε of 71,000. The labelled peptide was stored at −20°C until further use.

2.4. Laurdan staining to observe changes in membrane fluidity after the addition of peptides

Changes in membrane fluidity were observed using Laurdan (6-Dodecanoyl-N, N-dimethyl-2-naphthylamine; Sigma Aldrich), a fluorescent probe sensitive to membrane phase transitions. For Laurdan staining of B. subtilis cells, the method described by H. Strahl et al. [19] was followed with minor alterations. The culture was incubated until an OD600 of 0.4 to 0.6 was reached in CMM or LB. Laurdan, dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF), was added at a final concentration of 10 μM. The mixture was incubated for an additional 5 min at 37 °C while shaking in the dark. Stained cells were washed (four times for spectroscopy measurements and twice for microscopy) and re-suspended in PBS buffer (PBS containing 0.2% w/v glucose and 1% v/v DMF). The stained cells were diluted to an OD560 of 0.2 before the addition of AMPs. Laurdan stained cells were washed only once after staining for treatment with Alexa 488-labelled TC84. After Alexa 488-labelled TC84 treatment, cells were subsequently washed four times and re-suspended with pre-warmed PBS buffer.

Laurdan fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were performed by adding to each well of a 96-well flat-bottomed microtiter plate (μClear, polystyrene, black wall, clear bottom, Greiner Bio-One) stained cells with AMPs to have a final volume of 200 μl. Fluorescence was measured in a BioTek Synergy Mx, Gen5 2.0 (Winooski, VT) plate reader every 2 min while shaking at 37 °C. After 4 min of measuring, AMPs were added and additional measurements were taken for 30 min. Laurdan was measured at an excitation wavelength of 350 nm and the emission wavelength at 460 ± 5 nm ((liquid ordered or gel-phase; g) and 500 ± 5 nm ((liquid disordered or liquid-phase; l). Laurdan general polarization (GP) was calculated using the formula Laurdan GP = (Ig − Il) / (Ig + Il), where Ig is the fluorescent measurement in the
gel-phase and I; the fluorescent measurement in the liquid-phase. The culture was maintained at 37 °C throughout the assay.

Laurdan microscopy measurements were performed by treating stained cells for 5 min with the AMPs before visualizing the Laurdan using a temperature-controlled Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope. Laurdan was excited at a wavelength of 340–380 nm and emission was at 435–485 nm (gel-phase) and 510–560 nm (liquid-phase). Laurdan GP of the microscopy images were performed using the CalculateGP ImageJ plugin designed by Norbert Vischer (https://sils.fnwi.uva.nl/bcb/objectj/examples/CalculateGP/MD/gp.html).

2.5. DiIC<sub>12</sub> staining to confirm fluid regions in membrane after peptide treatment

DiIC<sub>12</sub> is a short chain cationic lipophilic fluorescent probe that preferentially partitions into areas in the bilayer that is in fluid-phase (liquid disordered phase) [20]. Cells were stained before treatment by culturing <i>B. subtilis</i> or <i>S. aureus</i> in CMM or LB containing 1 μg/ml DiIC<sub>12</sub> (dissolved in DMSO) until an OD<sub>600</sub> of 0.2 to 0.6 was reached. Stained cells were diluted to an OD<sub>600</sub> of 0.2 if necessary with CMM or LB containing 1% v/v DMSO. Stained cells were washed four times with medium and subsequently treated with AMPs for 5 min. The culture was maintained at 37 °C throughout the assay. Cells were visualized with a Cy3 filter using a temperature-controlled Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope.

2.6. Structure illumination microscopy (SIM) imaging of membrane after peptide treatments

The <i>B. subtilis</i> PrpsD-sfGFP mutant constitutively produces the green fluorescent protein under control of the promoter for ribosomal protein S4 and was used to observe membrane perturbation and cytosol leakage. Diluted pre-cultures of <i>B. subtilis</i> PrpsD-sfGFP were treated with the AMPs for 5 min. AMP-treated cells were stained with Nile Red (0.5 μg/ml final concentration). The culture was maintained at 37 °C throughout the assay. The Nikon N-SIM E microscope was used to visualize the cells. The coverslips were coated with L-dopamine to reduce the binding of Nile Red in order to avoid distortion of the structured illumination pattern projections [21,22].

2.7. Determining the binding site of peptide TC84 using Alexa-488 labelled TC84

Pre-cultures of <i>B. subtilis</i> were washed once and re-suspended in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH 7.4) containing 0.2% w/v glucose. The suspensions were diluted to an OD<sub>600</sub> of 0.2 with PBS with 0.2% w/v glucose prior to treatment with 14 μM Alexa 488-labelled TC84. Combination treatments of Alexa 488-labelled TC84 and active TC84 at a 1:1 w/w mixture, to have a final concentration of 14 μM were also performed. Treatments were for 5 min followed by two washing steps with PBS with 0.2% w/v glucose to remove residual labelled peptide. To determine whether the Alexa 488-labelled TC84 delocalize membrane bound proteins, <i>B. subtilis</i> mutants producing the peripheral membrane bound protein MreB (MreB-mCherry) and integral membrane bound protein PBP2b (PBP2b-mCherry) fused to the fluorescent protein, mCherry, were used. Treatment of the <i>B. subtilis</i> mutants were similar as mentioned above. The culture was maintained at 37 °C throughout the assay. Fluorescence microscopy imaging with the Nikon Eclipse Ti was performed at an excitation wavelength and emission wavelength for mCherry (570 ± 10 nm/620 ± 10 nm) and Alexa 488-labelled TC84 (490 nm ± 5 nm/525 nm ± 5 nm). Labelling of TC84 with Alexa Fluor 488 reduced the efficacy of the peptide up to 56 μM, the highest concentration tested.

2.8. Killing efficacy of peptides using mutants with an altered membrane phospholipid composition

<i>B. subtilis</i> mutants were cultured in CMM containing the necessary supplements for each strain (Table S1). In short, <i>B. subtilis</i> strain MHB001 (pgsA) was cultured with erythromycin and isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at a final concentration of 1 mM or 0.1 mM to induce pgsA expression. <i>B. subtilis</i> strain HB5337 (mpfR) was cultured with kanamycin, HB5362 (ywwE) with chloramphenicol and strain SD8206 (CL) with spectinomycin. Diluted pre-cultures were treated with the AMPs for 30 min. Aliquots were taken and diluted as mentioned in the time-kill assay. The culture was maintained at 37 °C throughout the assay. Results were expressed as numbers of CFU/ml. Four biological repeats were performed. Statistical analysis was performed in SigmaPlot 13.0.

2.9. Software and fluorescence microscopes employed in the study

Microscopy images were analysed in ImageJ/Fiji (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Microscopy imaging was performed using the Nikon Eclipse Ti equipped with an Intensilight HG 130 W lamp, a C14400-22CU Hamamatsu ORCA camera, a CFI Plan Apochromat DM 100 × 0.1 objective and OkoLab stage incubator (Napoli, Italy). Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) was performed with a Nikon Ti N-SIM equipped with a CFI SR Apochromat TIRF 100 × 0.1 objective (NA1.49), a LU-N3-SIM laser unit, an Orca-Flash 4.0 sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K). Software used for the Nikon Eclipse Ti was the NIS-elements software version 4.20.01 and for the SIM reconstruction was NIS-elements AR software.

3. Results

3.1. TC19, TC84 and BP2 dissipate the membrane potential gradually

Previously, it was observed that TC-1, the original protein design template for TC19 and TC84, did not dissipate the membrane potential of <i>Lactococcus lactis</i> [23]. Recently, lipopeptide daptomycin was shown to cause a gradual membrane dissipation profile compared to the K<sup>+</sup>/Na<sup>+</sup> channel-forming Gramicidin A/B peptide mix, as detected using the fluorescent dye DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) [12]. We employed DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) to evaluate whether TC19, TC84 and BP2 dissipate the membrane potential rapidly as expected with pore-forming peptides. The positively charged DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) accumulates intracellularly during hyperpolarization of the membrane and is released from the cell when depolarization takes place [24]. A loss of DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal is observed after the addition of the dye due to its spectral shift once it is aggregated intracellularly. When the ionophore valinomycin is added, it dissipates the membrane potential in the presence of potassium ions, resulting in a rapid increase in the DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal [25]. The lanthionine Nicin A was added as a control. Nicin binds to lipid II, a membrane-anchored cell wall precursor that is essential for cell wall biosynthesis, to form defined pores [26].

Valinomycin instantly dissipated the membrane potential (Fig. 1). Peptide TC84, TC19 and BP2 dissipated the membrane potential (Fig. 1), but with lethal concentration of TC19 (14 μM), TC84 (14 μM) and BP2 (3.5 μM) (Omar, submitted) only a gradual increase in DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal was observed. A “lag time” of about 5 min was required before an increase in DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) could be observed. Only after about 20 min of treatment with TC19 and TC84 did the DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal reach its maximum, suggesting a slow depolarization of the membrane. The delayed increase in DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal of TC19 and TC84 was similar to what was observed for the lipopeptide daptomycin [12], but differed from pore-forming lanthionine Nicin A, the K<sup>+</sup>/Na<sup>+</sup> channel-forming peptide mix Gramicidin A/BCD [12] and the helical pore-forming peptide KLA-1 [13]. A delay in DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal was also observed for Nicin A compared to valinomycin, but the delay was shorter than for TC19 and TC84 (Fig. 1). BP2 caused a similar DiSC<sub>3</sub>(5) signal profile as Nicin.
A. Additional valinomycin was added after 30 min of treatment with the AMPs and a further increase in DiSC3(5) release was observed suggesting that complete dissipation of the membrane potential does not occur after treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2. A further increase in DiSC3(5) release was not observed for valinomycin. Valinomycin functions as a potassium ion carrier that specifically dissipates the membrane potential in the presence of potassium ions [25], thus increasing the concentration of valinomycin in the medium will not cause further loss in membrane potential. In conclusion, these data led us to infer that TC19 and TC84 might cause changes to the fluidity to the membrane similar to what has been seen for daptomycin [12].

3.2. TC19, TC84 and BP2 distort the membrane by creating fluid membrane domains

To evaluate whether our AMPs affect membrane fluidity the fluorescent probe Laurdan was employed. Laurdan localizes at the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface of the phospholipid bilayer where the lauric acid tail of this fluorescent probe is anchored in the phospholipid acyl chain region [27]. In the gel phase (liquid ordered) phospholipids are tightly packed and less water molecules are present than in the loosely packed liquid-phase (liquid disordered) [27–29]. Upon excitation, the dipolar moment of Laurdan is influenced by the dipolar moment of surrounding water molecules causing a spectral shift. Thus, Laurdan anchored in a gel-phase (blue) will emit at a different wavelength compared to when the compound is present in a liquid membrane-phase (red). We found that culturing B. subtilis in CMM (defined minimal medium) resulted in a smaller cell size compared to B. subtilis cells obtained from rich LB medium cultures. Furthermore, previous studies made use of B. subtilis cultured in LB to evaluate changes in membrane fluidity using Laurdan [12,13]. Hence to cover both minimal and rich environmental conditions, we decided to study B. subtilis cells obtained from both CMM and LB cultures when evaluating membrane alterations.

TC19, TC84 and BP2 caused a rapid increase in Laurdan general polarization (GP) values, suggesting an instant membrane rigidification (< 2 min) after the addition of the peptides (Fig. 2A). The negative controls treated with the solvent used for the peptides showed no change in membrane fluidity, whereas benzyl alcohol (BA) rapidly fluidized the membrane as expected. BA increases the penetration of water molecules into the hydrophobic region of the phospholipid bilayer thus increasing the liquid-phase of the membrane [19,30]. Similarly, daptomycin and the non-pore-forming cyclic hexapeptide cFWF showed to cause rapid membrane rigidification, and it was suggested that the changes in fluidity are due to direct insertion of these agents into the membrane [12,13].

Laurdan fluorescence microscopy images were evaluated for B. subtilis cells cultured in CMM (Fig. 2B). However, B. subtilis cells cultured in CMM was too small to visualize the effect of the peptides on the membrane, therefore changes in membrane fluidity were evaluated using LB cultured cells (Fig. 5A). The images confirmed the increase in fluidity of BA treated cells compared to untreated cells (Fig. 3A and B). After treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2 the images revealed large liquid-phase domains in the membrane, but an increase in gel-phase of the membrane bulk (Fig. 3A and B). Staining with DiIC13 confirmed the formation of fluid domains in the membrane after treatment with the AMPs (Fig. 4). DiIC12 differs from Laurdan in that it preferentially partitions out of the gel-phase into the liquid-phase [20,31]. DiIC12 was also employed to observe whether changes in the membrane fluidity will arise when treating the pathogenic Staphylococcus aureus (Fig. 4). We also included the membrane permealizing lantibiotic Nisin A [26] and alpha-helical peptide LL-37 [32]. We found, similar to B. subtilis, the presence of fluid domains in the membrane after treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2, but also with LL-37 and Nisin A.

To confirm the observed alteration to the membrane and cytosol leakage, B. subtilis PrpsD-sfGFP stained with the membrane dye, Nile Red, were evaluated using SIM after treatment with lethal concentrations of TC19, TC84 or BP2. Nile Red has a stronger signal when the membrane is in fluid phase. Untreated cells showed equal distribution of Nile Red fluorescence over the membrane. After treatment, B. subtilis PrpsD-sfGFP showed perturbed membrane domains characterized by unequal staining near the septum, but also at random areas in the membrane similar to what was observed with the Laurdan GP images (Fig. 5). These observations suggest that plasmolysis occurs when lethal concentrations are used. The perturbed membrane areas were curved inwards and the Nile Red signal appeared more intense at these perturbed membrane areas compared to the rest of the membrane, suggesting that these areas were more fluid than the rest (Fig. 5). Less PrpsD-sfGFP signal was also observed at the perturbed membrane areas.

3.3. Confirmation of membrane alterations using an Alexa Fluor 488 labelled TC84

To observe the possible binding site of the AMPs, TC84 was employed as a reference peptide and labelled with Alexa Fluor 488. Labelling of TC84 with Alexa Fluor 488 altered the activity of the peptide as the MIC value was higher than the highest tested concentration of 56 μM (Fig. S1). At 56 μM Alexa Fluor 488 labelled TC84 (Alexa488-TC84) we did observe an extended lag time of the cell growth in the culture in comparison with the growth kinetics observed in cultures exposed to lower Alexa488-TC84 concentrations. Fifty-six micromolar Alexa488-TC84 reduced the culture by one log CFU/ml.
after 15 min of treatment, possibly causing the lag time in the growth curve observed. We hypothesize that the anionic bulky Alexa Fluor 488 moiety reduces the electrostatic interaction required for cationic TC84 to interact with the anionic cell envelope of B. subtilis. A reduction in antimicrobial activity of magainin 2, PGLa [34] and daptomycin [12] against those of untreated cells. Fluorescence microscopy images showed that TC19, TC84 and BP2, after 5 min of treatment, create fluid domains in the membrane of B. subtilis cultured in CMM. Scale bar represent 2 μm.

Fig. 2. Laurdan staining of B. subtilis after peptide treatment to determine membrane fluidity alterations. (A) Spectroscopy measurements showed the rapid rigidification of the membrane after the addition of TC19, TC84 and BP2 with an increase in Laurdan GP values compared to the untreated cells. Benzyl alcohol, a known membrane fluidizer, indeed increased membrane fluidity with a Laurdan GP value lowered compared to that of untreated cells. Laurdan GP values were normalized against those of untreated cells. Fluorescence microscopy images showed that TC19, TC84 and BP2, after 5 min of treatment, create fluid domains in the membrane of B. subtilis cultured in CMM. Scale bar represent 2 μm.

3.4. Membrane alterations in B. subtilis phospholipid synthesis mutants are insufficient to prevent the AMPs' activity

The membrane has been shown to be the primary target of TC19, TC84 and BP2. Therefore, we questioned whether the activity of the peptides is dependent on the composition of the phospholipid bilayer of the B. subtilis cell membrane. The general consensus is that cationic antimicrobial peptides are attracted to the bacterial cell surface through electrostatic interaction. This is considered to be due to the cationic nature of the peptide and the anionic surface charge of the cell envelope [37]. This hypothesis is supported by the notion that modifications of the anionic PG reducing the net negative surface charge of the bacteria, also reduce the efficacy of antimicrobial peptides. For example, lysislation of PG resulted in reduction in susceptibility of Staphylococcus aureus to antimicrobial peptides [38–44]. Lysyl-PG was also shown to
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be important for *B. subtilis* peptide resistance when a loss of function of MprF caused an increase in sensitivity to Nisin [45]. The activity of daptomycin were also affected by the presence of PG and lysyl-PG in the membrane [46–49].

The phospholipids that contribute to the negative charge of the membrane are PG, cardiolipins (CL) and lysyl-PG. PgsA, phosphatidylglycerophosphate synthase, catalyzes PG formation [45]. Cardiolipin synthases YwnE, YwjE and YwiE condense two PG molecules to form CL [35,45]. MprF, lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol synthase, transfers a lysyl group to PG forming lysyl-PG thus reducing the negative charge of the phospholipid [45]. To assess the role of these phospholipids in TC19, TC84 and BP2 susceptibility, four mutants with altered phospholipid composition were used. *B. subtilis* strain MHB001, referred to as 1A700-PgsA, has the essential gene *pgsA* replaced by the IPTG inducible *Pspac-pgsA* [50]. *B. subtilis* strain HB5337 (referred to as CU1065-MprF) has the non-essential gene *mprF* deleted [45]. *B. subtilis* strain HB5362 (referred to as CU1065-YwnE) has the *ywnE* (*clsA*) gene deleted, which encodes the major cardiolipin synthase [45]. *B. subtilis* strain SDB206 (referred to as 168-CL) had all three cardiolipin synthases *ywnE*, *ywjE* and *ywiE* deleted, and should have hardly any CL [35].

Lipidomic analyses were performed of the *B. subtilis* strains to confirm the expected changes to the phospholipid composition of the mutants. The membrane of the CU1065-MprF strain had lysyl-PG
decreased, PE increased, and PG and CL at similar levels compared to the wild type CU1065 (Fig. 7). The results confirm that the content of the positively charged phospholipid lysyl-PG in the membrane is reduced. The CU1065-MprF strain, however, was not more sensitive to TC19, TC84 and BP2 as compared to the wild type CU1065 (Fig. 7), implying that lowering lysyl-PG in the membrane does not have an effect on the susceptibility for these AMPs.

The CU1065-YwnE strain had CL and PE reduced in the membrane compared to the wild type CU1065 (Fig. S1). Similar to the CU1065-YwnE strain, the 168-CL strain had CL and PE reduced without a clear

**Fig. 4.** Fluorescence microscopy images of DiIC12 stained *B. subtilis* and *S. aureus* to confirm changes in membrane fluidity after treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2. After 5 min of treatment of *B. subtilis* cells, fluid membrane domains were observed similar to those observed in Laurdan stained cells (Fig. 2 and 3). Fluid lipid domains are clearly visible after treatment with all three peptides in *B. subtilis* cells cultured in LB and CMM. After 5 min of treatment of *S. aureus* cells, fluid lipid domains were also clearly visible in the membrane. The membrane active alpha-helical peptide LL-37 also caused the formation of fluid domains in the membrane *S. aureus*. Lantibiotic Nisin A also showed changes in the fluidity of the membrane after treatment.

**Fig. 5.** Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) imaging of *B. subtilis* PrpsD-sfGFP after peptide treatment. *B. subtilis* PrpsD-sfGFP cultured in LB and CMM after treatment with lethal concentrations of TC19 (14 μM), TC84 (14 μM) and BP2 (3.5 μM) to probe for membrane deformation and possible cytosolic leakage. The membrane was stained with Nile red. LB and CMM cultured cells showed deformed membrane areas at the cell poles and septum, but also at random locations on the membrane (turquoise arrows). Leakage of the cytosol was observed with the loss of PrpsD-sfGFP signal, but membrane deformation did not always cause cytosol leakage. Scale bar represents 2 μm.
change in lysyl-PG content in the membrane (Fig. S1). The PG (32:0), PG (32:0) [M + OH] −, PG (33:1), PG (34:0), PG (34:0) [M + OH] − and PG (35:0) content, however, appeared to have increased suggesting that the reduction in CL might be compensated for by increasing the PG content. Furthermore, PG will not be converted to CL due to the lack of cardiolipin synthases. The reduced CL and PE content of the membrane did not decrease the efficacy of the AMPs (Fig. 7), suggesting that CL and PE are not essential for the membrane activity of the AMPs. The presence of PG and possibly the increase of the different PG species, might be sufficient for the AMPs to interact with the membrane.

Strain 1A700-PgsA cultured in the presence of 1 mM IPTG had an increase in PE, PG (31:1) and PG (32:1) without a clear change in lysyl PG or CL compared to the wild type 1A700 (Fig. S2). The net effect on the overall membrane charge might be negligible. Changes to the 1A700-PgsA strain cultured in the presence of 0.1 mM IPTG were more complex. The strain had an increase in cytidine diphosphate diacylglycerol (CDPDG), and a reduction in CL and PG. However, PG (31:1), PG (32:1), PG (34:0), PG (34:1) and PG (35:0) were increased in the membrane. An increase of about 40% PE and 30% lysyl-PG, of the total PE and lysyl-PG, were also observed. The combined effect of these changes on the net charge of the membrane is difficult to predict. Strain 1A700-PgsA cultured in 1 mM IPTG or 0.1 mM IPTG was not more nor less sensitive compared to the wild type 1A700 to the activity of the AMPs (Fig. 7). In conclusion, these results show that changes in lipid composition due to particular mutations are not necessarily entirely predictable and suggest that changes in phospholipid composition of the membrane mentioned above are not essential in determining the AMPs efficacy.

4. Discussion

In this study, we aimed to determine the membrane perturbation...
mechanism of amphipathic cationic AMPs derived from thrombocidin, TC19 and TC84, and designer peptide BP2. TC19 and TC84 dissipated the membrane potential gradually, whereas BP2 dissipated the membrane potential faster than TC19 and TC84. The DiSC3(5) profile of TC19 and TC84 were similar to what was observed for lipopeptide daptomycin [12] but different from the instant membrane dissipation profile of the K⁺/Na⁺ channel-forming peptide mix Gramicidin ABCD [12], the helical pore-forming peptide KLA-1 [13] and Nisin in our study. Daptomycin was shown to significantly perturb the membrane without permeabilising it, by inserting into regions of increased fluidity (RIFs) [12]. We hypothesized that our amphipathic cationic AMPs, TC19, TC84 and BP2, would alter membrane fluidity similar to daptomycin. Unlike daptomycin, TC19, TC84 and BP2 caused rapid membrane permeabilisation without causing overt cell lysis, as observed with the TEM and Sytox Green staining images (Omardien, submitted). Daptomycin has shown with DiIC12 staining to cause domains in *B. subtilis* membranes after only 10 min of treatment, which were enlarged after 60 min of treatment [12]. These thin domains appeared rigid with Laurdan staining due to the combination of daptomycin and lipids (dapto-lipids) that reduced the mobility of the phospholipids [12]. TC19, TC84 and BP2, however, caused formation of large, clearly defined fluid domains (with Laurdan and DiIC12), while the rest of the membrane appeared rigid after 5 min of treatment. The observation that similar fluid domains co-localized with Alexa488-labelled TC84, suggest that it is the interaction of TC19, TC84 and BP2 with the phospholipid bilayer that creates these fluid domains. Fluid domains were also observed in the DiIC12 stained membrane of *S. aureus* when treated with TC19, TC84, BP2, the lantibiotic Nisin A and alpha-helical peptide LL-37. Phase boundary defects caused by the phase separation of lipids [Epand et al., 2006, 2008; Jean-François et al., 2008] or membrane thinning [3] have been proposed as a means of compromising the membrane barrier by peptides. We have showed that TC19, TC84 and BP2 causes essential membrane bound proteins to delocalize (Omardien, submitted). Alexa488-labelled TC84 also showed to cause delocalization of peripheral membrane protein MreB (MreB-mCherry) and integral membrane protein PBP2b (PBP2b-mCherry). Peripheral membrane protein MreB has shown to delocalize due to a loss of membrane potential [33], but the integral membrane protein PBP2b has not shown to be sensitive to changes in the membrane potential. We assume that the changes in packing of the phospholipids in the bilayer also contributes to the delocalization of these essential proteins.

The Nile Red staining of peptide-treated cells showed that the peptides cause membrane invagination which indicates plasmolysis. The fluid domains and membrane invaginations co-localized. Staining with Alexa-T84 confirmed that membrane invagination occurs where the peptide accumulates. The irregular localization of ATP synthase subunit AtpA fused to the green fluorescent protein (GFP) upon

---

**Fig. 7.** The survival of *B. subtilis* wild type and membrane phospholipid mutant strains after peptide treatment. The susceptibility of wild type strains *B. subtilis* 1A700 was compared with that of a *B. subtilis* pgsA conditional mutant (strain 1A700-PgsA) cultured at 1 mM and 0.1 mM IPTG (the minimal IPTG level compatible with strain viability). The survival of a *B. subtilis* mprF deletion mutant (strain CU1065-MprF) lacking lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol (lysyl-PG) and a *B. subtilis* ywnE deletion mutant (strain CU1065-YwnE) lacking cardiolipin (CL) was compared with survival of wild type *B. subtilis* CU1065. Wild type strain 168 was compared with triple cardiolipin synthase deletion mutant (strain 168-CL). No significant differences in susceptibility to TC19, TC84 and BP2 were observed between the mutant strains and their wild type. Treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2 was for 30 min. Standard error bars represent four biological repeats.
treatment with TC19, TC84 and BP2 (Omardien, submitted) also confirms membrane invagination. The irregular distribution of AtpA has been used previously as an indicator for abnormal membrane curvatures [19]. Interestingly, in contrast to our peptides, daptomycin had no effect on the localization of AtpA suggesting that no abnormal membrane curvatures occurs [12] and even though cyclic hexapeptide cWFC altered the localization of AtpA it appeared different from TC19, TC84 and BP2 treated cells (Omardien, submitted). AtpA-GFP was absent from the rigid domains caused by cWFC [13], whereas TC19, TC84 and BP2 causes "patchy" localization of AtpA-GFP. Alexa488-TC84 when used at a high concentration and when combined with TC84 was found intracellularly after treatment, suggesting that TC84 and probably TC19 and BP2 accumulate intracellularly after the membrane barriers is compromised. This suggests that the targeting of intracellular anionic macromolecular components might also be part of the mechanism of killing the cells.

To determine whether the membrane deformations caused by the peptides are dependent on the composition of the membrane, we examined the effects of TC19, TC84 and BP on various *B. subtilis* mutants with altered membrane compositions. The cyclic hexapeptide cWFW in *vitro* caused de-mixing of PG/PE bilayers [51,52], but *in vivo* showed not to be dependent on the PE and CL content of the membrane to create rigid membrane domains [13]. It was proposed that cWFW creates a phase separation by changing the physical state of the membrane and not by inducing the cellular enrichment for a specific phospholipid [13]. Likewise, in our study we did not observe changes in efficacy of TC19, TC84 and BP2 against *B. subtilis* mutants with altered membrane compositions, including mutants with reduced membrane PE and CL content. The *B. subtilis* mutant SDB206 (168-CL) used in the study for cWFW was expected to have no CL present in the cell membrane [13], but in our lipidomic analysis *B. subtilis* mutant SDB206 showed to have PG in the membrane even though the PE and CL content was reduced. We concluded that in absence of CL the essential anionic PG might compensate for this phospholipid, enabling the interaction of the peptides with the membrane that leads to phase boundary defects [4,7]. The cationic phospholipid lysyl-PG has been implicated in the resistance of Gram-positives against cationic antimicrobial peptides as it is thought to reduce the net negative surface charge of the membrane, reducing the electrostatic interaction with the cationic peptides. We did however not observe a reduced sensitivity to TC19, TC84 and BP2 for the *B. subtilis* mutants with reduced lysyl-PG (strain GU1065-MprF) content, suggesting that altering the overall surface charge of the phospholipid bilayer of the cells might not be sufficient to prevent the activity of these AMPs. However, we did not address the effects of modifying the cell wall, such as D-alanylation of the teichoic acids, or thickening of the cell wall. These cell wall and cell membrane modification have previously shown to contribute to resisting AMPs by Gram-positives such as *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Enterococcus faecalis* and *Clostridium difficile*; reviewed in Omardien et al., 2016 [53].

4.1. Model of the interaction of TC19, TC84 and BP2 with the membrane

We hypothesize that the cationic residues (arginine, histidine and lysine) of TC19, TC84 and BP2 interact with the anionic phospholipids of the bacterial membrane bilayer. The anionic phospholipids are CL and PG [54], but the membrane sites of these phospholipids are unclear and in dispute [36]. Interaction of the cationic peptide with the anionic
head-groups of the phospholipids will coalesce the phospholipids, thus increasing the free space in the bilayer. The AMPs might be aligning in parallel to the membrane or insert into the upper layer of the phospholipid bilayer, but the nature of the peptide's interaction with the membrane is still unclear (Fig. 8). However, the contact of the AMPs with the phospholipid bilayer causes fluid domains to occur, but we hypothesize that the initial change in membrane fluidity does not cause cell death. In studies with phospholipid vesicles leakage due to a packing defect in the bilayer has been shown in case of a shift in the environmental temperature [55], where this does not lead to cell death. Peripheral membrane proteins are displaced from the membrane, while integral membrane proteins likely remain membrane bound but are misplaced relative to their normal location. We think that a phase boundary defect eventually occurs between the fluid (liquid disordered) and gel (liquid ordered) membrane areas compromising the membrane barrier and increasing the permeability of the membrane. The inability of the bacterial cell to prevent the unfavourable changes to the membrane eventually manifest as membrane inward curvature putatively causing perturbation of the normal membrane physiology and hence favouring the observed gradual dissipation of the membrane potential, internalization of the peptides and leakage of the cytosol.

In conclusion, we show in vivo that the cationic peptides, TC19, TC84 and BP2, compromise the membrane barrier by altering the distribution of fluid and rigid areas of the membrane by creating fluid domains ("hores").
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